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Score: A Hockey Musical is
the ﬁrst production in
Canada to undertake the
Green Screen Toronto
process. Score’s producers
played an integral part in
the design, planning and
execution of a detailed
green plan and strategies
among cast and crew this effort has paid off in
the environmental savings
demonstrated. The
production saved ~20
tonnes of CO2 as a
result of its activities.

VALIDATING RESULTS
Throughout the
production period, Score
cast and crew tracked
their use of fuel for
transport, aviation, and
generator use, as well as
other aspects like paper
consumption, electricity
use, ﬁlm stock and related
items. Score’s efforts
means that they are the
ﬁrst Canadian production
to have estimated their
environmental impact and
savings via a not-proﬁt
third party.

SETTING THE STAGE
The leadership exhibited
by Score has set the stage
for increased
environmental uptake and
adoption by the ﬁlm-based
industries and we are
proud to acknowledge
their efforts in this brief.
Currently Green Screen is
working with other
productions in the
Toronto area - please
contact us for more
information!
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SCORE: A HOCKEY MUSICAL
First production to go through the Green Screen
Toronto process! Here’s their story...
resources. The green plan
stated the productions’ intent
to reduce carbon emissions,
reduce material sent to
landﬁll, increase awareness of
green practices among cast
Location
and crew, and explore use
shoot at a
of more sustainable options
community
where feasible.
arena
Material produced as a
Highlighted results of these efforts are result of these sessions was
minimum idling policy for vehicles,
adapted and formalized by GST
described in the following pages. The
discouraging plastic water bottle use,
information tracked by the production was and provided to the production for
tracking of fuel consumption in generators
distribution.
also analyzed through the Green Screen
and vehicles, and several other
Toronto Environmental Impact Calculator. Communicating with cast and crew
recommendations applicable by
The calculator enables comparison to a
department.
The GST greening material was
“business as usual” industry baseline to
Prior to shoot, producer Avi
provided by the production executive to
determine environmental savings, as well
all departments by USB key. This included Federgreen and GST convened a green
as identify the overall environmental
the detailed green plan and environmental meeting to introduce tools and resources
footprint of the production.
to crew, as well to highlight the
objectives intended. Actions and items
importance of the green plan concept to
speciﬁc to each department were
Pre-Production planning
all department heads.
excerpted by the production executive
The production worked closely with
and highlighted. Some examples of
GST prior to shooting to develop a
highlights included donation of materials,
detailed green plan and supporting
Throughout the entire production,
Score: A Hockey Musical made a concerted
effort to be as eco-friendly as possible. The
achievements outlined demonstrate the
practical ways this $5.2 m ﬁlm feature
reduced its environmental impacts
compared to “business-as-usual”. Green
Screen Toronto (GST) applauds the
greening steps that were taken by the
entire production team - bravo!

Highlights
In partnership with Green Screen Toronto,
the production of Score: A Hockey Musical
was able to implement numerous
sustainability practices,. The production:

Used 18 L bulk water bottles

Donated over thirty hockey bags of

instead of individual sized bottles; each
cast and crew member also received a
personal reusable 750 ml aluminum water
bottle. This avoided use of an estimated
10,000 350 ml. water bottles.

hockey equipment, tapes, and sticks to the
Wayne Gretzky Foundation.

Placed recycling & organics bins

Reduced DVD dailies by using
external hard drives and USB keys

Shot on memory cards & hard
drives instead of ﬁlm and tape, saving
over 200,000 feet of ﬁlm

Lighted scenes with LED energy
efﬁcient lights when possible.

throughout the set and in the production
ofﬁce.

Reduced the use of dry cleaning
for wardrobe, and when necessary, used
Trillium Screen Clean, an eco-friendly, nontoxic water based alternative to dry
cleaning. An Energy Star washer and
concentrated detergent was used for the
majority of pieces in the wardrobe trailer.

Shot only on location within the
GTA, which reduced distances between
shoot locations and kept overall fuel
consumption low for the production size.
This also helped limit and nearly eliminate
the use and subsequent waste of
construction materials.
Double-sided copies & emailed
call sheets to reduce overall paper
consumption. The production also emailed
all standard paper work and made use of
an FTP site. White paper had recycled
content.

Used Biodegradable craft containers
on set, as well as biodegradable salt on
location as opposed to street salt. A
certiﬁcate of non-toxicity was also
obtained for handwarmers purchased.

Cover: The University of Massachusetts Amherst takes on the Northeastern Huskies at Matthews Arena in Boston, Massachusett
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“Often, despite the best intentions of cast and crew, simple practices
such as recycling or choosing more energy-efﬁcient equipment are
forgotten in the ﬂurry of production. We hope to change that.”
- Avi Federgreen, Producer
RESULTS & LESSONS LEARNED
Digital Technologies
The use of RED digital cameras can
have notable environmental advantages.
The use of digital on this production saved
over 200,000 feet of ﬁlm as well as
avoided the use of associated processing
chemicals. The use of digital also means
that data can be directly transferred from
the camera’s hard drive to external hard
drives for post and dailies purposes. Going
digital represents less DVDs and editor’s
cassettes being made, as the data can be
simply provided on a reusable hard drive.
Further, the production reduced DVD
dailies by using external hard drives and
USBs (only 75 were used over the
production period). By producer Avi
Federgeen’s estimations, going digital on
this production was at least cost neutral, if
not representing a slight savings.
Vehicles & Transport
Score: A Hockey Musical spent a
conservative amount on fuel vs.
comparative productions, given that the
entire shoot transpired within the GTA.
Six drivers and minivans were employed to
cut back on vehicle fuel use and all fuel
was tracked and tabulated over the course
of the production. An estimated 17,000
litres of fuel was saved compared to the
industry baseline.
Hybrids were investigated but were
not available at a price that would have
worked with the budget. The use of an
AutoShare plug-in hybrid vehicle was
investigated was not adopted for this
production.

An item that proved problematic was
vehicle idling due to the winter season.
Green Screen Toronto encourages future
productions to reduce idling and overall
fuel consumption wherever feasible.
Water on Set
Over 200 aluminum water bottles
were purchased for all members of cast
and crew and 18 litre water bottles were
used on set wherever possible. The use of
these containers resulted in signiﬁcant
savings in water bottle use, despite some
challenges with cold weather when using
the 18 L containers. Compared to a
similar-sized production, GST estimates
that almost 10,000 plastic water bottles
were saved through this approach.
Generators
Two main generators were used
throughout the production along with two
secondary generators. Fuel logs were
recorded throughout the duration of the
production.
Some particular challenges arose with
the time of year for the shoot, as cold
weather and winter conditions made some
greener generator practices difﬁcult to
implement. For example, the regular use
of generators was a critical component of
keeping warm on location.
A possible area for future
investigation is the use of natural-gas
powered auxiliary power units in place of
generators for winter shoots, and/or
biodiesel in summer conditions.
Paper
The production double sided paper
wherever possible and emailed all standard
paper work. An FTP site was used for all
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documents and to save on the printing of
wrap binders. Recycled white paper was
also used for basic stock. All told, a total
of 110,549 sheets of paper were used,
compared to an estimated average of
150,000 sheets that would be used for
business-as-usual.
Set Construction
The limited use of materials for set
construction in general is estimated to
have saved over 180 tonnes of material
from landﬁll. Crew was encouraged to
reuse paint that was used on set.
Recycling and donation
Over thirty hockey bags of hockey
equipment, tapes, and sticks were donated
to the Wayne Gretzsky Foundation. The
donation of wardrobe and construction
materials to schools and charities after
wrap is a great sustainability practice and
should be encouraged whenever possible,
rather than these materials ending up in a
landﬁll.
Although the production made a
visible effort to make multi-tiered
recycling available on set and in the ofﬁce,
in hindsight efforts would have been
assisted by more education in the preproduction stage for cast and crew.
Overall...
Compared to a similar sized
production, GST estimates that Score: A
Hockey Musical saved at least 20 tonnes
of greenhouse gas emissions as a result of
the efforts of the production executive,
cast, and crew.

Widespread adoption of
greening in the ﬁlm
industry is but a matter
of time. Work with us to
understand what steps
you can take to mitigate
your footprint now!

THE SCORE

greenscreentoronto.com
From gasoline savings to avoiding plastic water bottles, Score: A Hockey Musical SCORES again!
EST. ENVIRONMENTAL SAVINGS DESCRIPTION
182 tonnes of
construction
material waste

The production was shot entirely on location. As the production team made use of existing facilities,
the need for set construction was largely eliminated, compared to a similar-sized production.

17,000 litres of
gasoline (average)

Since all locations were local to the Greater Toronto Area, the production team was able to limit
transportation distances, thereby lowering their overall consumption of vehicle fuel.

2,620 kWh grid
electricity

Due to the exclusivity of location shoots, the production avoided consuming electricity through
studio grid plug-ins.

233 m3 natural gas

Again, due to the use of location shoots only, the production avoided consuming natural gas
associated with studio heating and cooling.

20 tonnes CO2

Overall, Score: A Hockey Musical emitted around 20 tonnes less than the working baseline standard
for a small feature ﬁlm production.

Over 200,000 feet of
ﬁlm stock

The use of a RED digital camera meant that the production saved approximately 200,000 feet of ﬁlm
stock that would have otherwise been used had they shot with a conventional ﬁlm camera

9,702 half-litre
plastic water bottles

No 500mL plastic water bottles were purchased or distributed. Instead, Score used reusable bulk
water containers and cast and crew had their own personal, reusable drinking containers

ESTIMATED ENVIRONMENTAL FOOTPRINT OF PRODUCTION
Craft & Catering

0.5 tonnes of packaging waste
2.5 tonnes of organic food waste

Production Ofﬁce

110,549 sheets of paper (approx. 14 trees)
1,890 kWh electricity
0.4 tonnes CO2

Transportation

17,408 litres of vehicle gasoline,
10,523 km ﬂown
45.8 tonnes CO2 (total)

Generators

12,200 litres of diesel, which equates to:
32.5 tonnes CO2
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Esimated Emissions
79 tonnes CO2
or...
0.6 tonnes CO2 per minute of
runtime

More about Green Screen
The Green Screen Toronto Initiative
is a consortium of key members in the
ﬁlm and television community that have
come together to facilitate the greening
of the industry. By creating a program
that is adaptive to the environmental
demands affecting the industry, Green
Screen Toronto is helping to position
Toronto and Ontario as world leaders in
sustainable production.
To date, Green Screen Toronto has
created various tools that help
productions reduce their environmental
impact, such as resource guides for
green product and service sourcing,
green plans, a calculator of
environmental impact based on a

business-as-usual environmental
baseline, “cheat sheets” for various
departments and a how-to manual of
best practices. In addition to these
resources, Green Screen Toronto can
also offer tailored environmental
resources for all production types.
The aim of these tools is to promote
awareness of sustainable
options and
to assist in
the gradual
Score: A Hockey
changes of
Musical was the ﬁrst
production to undertake
behaviors
the Green Screen Toronto
from within
review process!
the industry
itself.

LOCATION
VISITS

With thanks to the 2011 Sponsors
WE SUPPORT

Green Screen Toronto on set
Original Creative Cluster Fund Partners
Planet In Focus:
IATSE 873
City of Toronto
FilmOntario
DGC Ontario
Deluxe
Panavision

ACTRA Toronto
CFTPAPS Production Services
Comweb/Whites
Cinespace
EP Canada
Canada Film Capital
Pinewood Toronto Studios

PRE-PRODUCTION
Information
meetings

Both parties sign the
Memorandum of
Understanding

NABET
StarGrazing Inc.
Funding support was
provided by the OMDC
Entertainment and Creative
Cluster Partnerships Fund.

PRODUCTION
Green Plan
communicated
& implemented

Green Screen Toronto visited the set
of Score: A Hockey Musical to obtain
visual and quantitative information on
environmental progress and challenges.
Prior to shoot, Green Screen worked
with the producer to identify
products, services, and strategies that
Score could speciﬁcally adopt to
meaningfully reduce impacts.

POST-PRODUCTION
Provision of all
remaining data

Tools & Info
provided to
cast & crew

Analysis with GST
Environmental
Impact CalculatorTM

Tracking
Implemented

Production of Green
Results Brief

Provision of
tools &
resources
location/studio site visits

Certiﬁcate of
Achievement
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